	
  

Are You a Tampa Explorer?
Call for submissions

Submission dates: April 25th- May 17th. Entries
must be received by May 17th.

At The Paper Seahorse, we are hosting a monthlong May event at our pop-up studio in Ybor City,
FL, showcasing the amazing TRAVELER’S
Notebooks. This cult brand provides an
opportunity to have a great customized notebook
for all of your adventures. This is a call for
explorers, artists, writers, poets, anyone who has
the adventurous and creative spirit!

Prompt: Exploration and travel within Tampa
Bay.

Preparing your entry: You can create any
artwork to be on the cover of a TRAVELER’S
Company passport size insert, that falls within
the theme above. Once your artwork is completed,
you can snail mail it to The Paper Seahorse, 211 S.
Howard Ave. Tampa, FL 33606, or email a digital
copy to hello@paperseahorse.com.

If your artwork is selected as a winner, you will
receive a TRAVELER’S Passport Starter Kit and
all new Passport accessories just released by
TRAVELER’S Company. The winning artwork has
the potential to be reproduced (credit
continuously given to the artist) and published
onto The Paper Seahorse publications and
inserts. 	
  

	
  

Specs :
- Artwork can be a full layout (front and back
covers- 7in x 4.75in, or a single side (front
cover- 3.5in x 4.75in)
- All submissions must fit the theme to qualify.
- One submission per person.
- Completely original artwork, no copyright
infringement will be tolerated or considered.
- Any fat, 2-dimensional medium is welcomewatercolor, pencil, ink, drawing, digital, etc, no
thicker than card-stock.
- Any digital submissions must be submitted as a
PDF at a high resolution (300 DPI or higher)
- All submissions must be suitable for all
audiences. The Paper Seahorse reserves the
right to reject entries that do not fall within
the theme, or that are offensive in any way.
- Once artwork has been submitted, it can be used
by The Paper Seahorse and cannot be reused in
any type of capacity by the artist without
further permission.
**Note: Traveler’s Company has not endorsed this
contest directly, this is to showcase the
products and create original Tampa Bay art .

SOCIAL MEDIA: To qualify, in additional to your
artwork submission, please:
1. Follow us on both Instagram and Facebook
@thepaperseahorse
2. Share the contest posting
3. Tag three artist friends who might want to do
this, in the comments section of the contest
posting

